
Alpine Foliar 
Boosts Yields 
by 3 Bushels 
Research trials in Saskatchewan this 
summer have confirmed what many 
growers across the Prairies are witnessing 
first-hand on their own farms. Adding 
just 2L/acre of Alpine Starter in their 
sprayer tank – and applying it as foliar 
nutrition with a herbicide or fungicide – 
often boosts yields by 3bu/acre or more.
“At a cost of $2 to $3/acre for 2L of 
foliar fed Alpine, many farmers tell 
me it’s a ‘no brainer’ because of the 
extraordinary yield response it delivers,” 
says Terry Good, Western Canada 
Sales Manager for Alpine Plant Foods. 
“They’re out there spraying already, so 
there’s no extra cost or added trip over 
the field. Test plots repeatedly show a 
two to six times return on investment 
with Alpine foliar.”

3.5 Bushel Increase in Canola
Plot trials this summer showed yield 
increases of 3.5bu/acre in canola 
and 3.1bu/acre in lentils when 2L 
of Alpine foliar was sprayed on. The 
trials, conducted by the Wheatland 
Conservation Area research farm near 
Swift Current, measured the impact of 
seed placing 40lbs/acre of dry phosphate 
compared to 16L of Alpine Starter 
followed by 2L of Alpine foliar at the 
flowering stage. 

ALPINE INSIGHT: A Western Success Story
It’s been more than a decade since we 
shipped our first railcar of Alpine liquid 
phosphate to Western Canada. 
It all began with one farmer who moved 
out here after using Alpine products for 
several years in Ontario, and couldn’t find 
our liquid orthophosphate starter on the 
Prairies. It didn’t take long for word to 
spread about the cost-saving efficiencies 
and early growth advantage of seed 
placing Alpine to kick-start crops in cold 
spring soils.
Today, widespread grower acceptance 
of Alpine starter fertilizer in Western 
Canada has led to continuous, double-
digit production increases at our 

manufacturing facility in Belle Plaine, 
Sask. We have eight District Sales 
Managers (DSMs) working side-by-side 
with progressive farmers and retailers in 
every corner of Western Canada. 

Foliar Demand Growing
It isn’t just our seed-placed liquid starter 
that has farmers interested. Over the 
last two years, we’ve seen rapid growth 
in demand for our foliar products. It’s 
become standard practice for many 
farmers to spray on 2L of Alpine Starter 
with their herbicide because of the 
3-bushel yield boost it delivers. And with 
Alpine, it’s easy to add in a custom blend 

Adding 2L of liquid Alpine in the sprayer tank and applying it with a herbicide or fungicide often 
boosts yields by 3bu/acre or more.
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of micronutrients to offset any deficiencies 
during the growing season.
As more and more farmers – from Manitoba 
to the Peace region of Alberta – discover the 
proven advantages of Alpine liquid fertilizer, 
we’ve created ‘The Alpine Advance’ to share 
some of the new developments, insights, 
and hands-on knowledge of farmers, 
independent consultants, and Alpine staff in 
Western Canada. 

Production in Belle Plaine expanded last 
year to include our controlled-release 
Alpine Nitrogen Foliar products: ALPINE 
N-Rage, ALPINE CRN-S and ALPINE 
CRN-B. These products are at the forefront 
of many farmers’ minds during the growing 
season. If there’s too much moisture and 
they’re worried about losing some upfront 
N – or if they’ve gotten good moisture and 
want to push yields further – our Nitrogen 
Foliar products provide an immediate and 
effective solution.

Like all Alpine products, our controlled-
release nitrogen blends are high quality, 
clear liquid solutions with some of the 
lowest salt indexes on the market. And 
because Alpine is so stringent about where 
our raw materials come from, our products 
have exceptionally low impurity levels, 
making them completely seed and foliar 
safe.

Helping Farmers for 65 Years
Alpine is the leader in seed-placed and 
foliar liquid fertilizers in Canada. As part 
of the TRI family of companies, we’ve been 
helping farmers across North America 
maximize fertilizer efficiency for more than 
65 years. 
Across North America we have an 
extensive supplier network and five 
manufacturing locations in Saskatchewan, 
Ontario, Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa. 
To find out how Alpine starter and foliar 
products can help bolster your bottom line, 
contact your nearest DSM (see page 4). 
All the best,
Murray Van Zeggelaar
VP Sales & Marketing

Alpine: the Best Delivery Vehicle for Micronutrients
Balanced Nutrition Drives Yields
Nitrogen is often the first nutrient farmers 
think of when they want to push yields 
higher. However, the most effective 
solution to a healthier, more productive 
crop often lies in addressing crop nutrition 
imbalances, says Professional Agrologist 
Gerald Anderson.

“Instead of focusing only on N, farmers 
need to balance their macronutrients 
– P, K, and S – and then deal with any 
micronutrient deficiencies,” says Anderson. 
“That will have a greater impact on yields 
and often costs less.”
Micronutrient deficiencies can severely 
impact crop health and yields, says 
Anderson. He points out there are five key 
micronutrients often lacking in Western 
Canadian soils.
•	 Boron is critical for promoting better 

fertility and larger head growth.

•	 Zinc deficiency results in slow root 
growth and delayed emergence. 

•	 Copper is pivotal in pollen fertility and 
disease control. 

•	 Manganese helps prevent lodging by 
enhancing cell wall strength. 

•	 Molybdenum is essential for nodulation 
in pulse crops.

“Generally speaking, you’ll almost always 
see a deficiency in one or more of these 
micronutrients in Prairie soil samples,” says 
Anderson. 
He says the best delivery vehicle for 
feeding micronutrients to the plant is 
Alpine liquid starter. While the main 
ingredient in Alpine is orthophosphate – 
the most plant-available form of phosphate 
for early root growth – it also contains 30 
per cent polyphosphate. 

Consistent Blend; Even Distribution
“Unlike ortho, which is a single molecule, 
poly has multiple molecules that give the 
micronutrients something to hook onto. 
This ensures a consistent blend when 
additional micronutrients are added, 
distributing them evenly in the seed row,” 
explains Anderson.

He adds dry phosphate doesn’t provide 
the same advantage “because you get 
a phosphate granule every few inches, 
leaving the seeds in between with no access 
to the nutrients.”
The fact that Alpine is safe to apply with 
the seed or as a foliar offers valuable 
flexibility, says Anderson. “Plants have 
different demands at different stages of 
growth. If we want to keep pushing yields, 
we have to feed crops the right nutrition 
at the right time, and replace the nutrients 
we remove each year. It’s all about balanced 
nutrition.” 

Production continues to expand at Alpine’s manufacturing facility in Belle Plaine, Sask., as more 
farmers experience the efficiencies and early growth advantage of Alpine liquid fertilizers.

Correcting micronutrient 
deficiencies and focusing on 
balanced crop nutrition can 
greatly impact yields, says Gerald 
Anderson, P.Ag.

ALPINE INSIGHT – CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Alpine liquid fertilizer (seen here in the 
blue tube) is the best delivery vehicle for 
micronutrients – ensuring a consistent blend 
and even distribution in the seed row.



Grower Gets 
Surprise Results 
with Alpine Starter
“More Dollars in Our Pocket”
Doug Erickson initially switched to Alpine 
Starter from granular phosphate five years 
ago “to get better efficiency out of our seed 
cart.” But he says that’s not the biggest 
reason he’s still using Alpine today. 
“It’s the results we’re getting,” says 
Erickson, who grows 6,500 acres of 
canola, peas, lentils and durum with his 
brother and father near Birsay, Sask. At 
first, the Ericksons were just happy to free 
up space in their dry tank for more seed 
by adding an Alpine liquid kit. “It allowed 
us to seed more acres per fill. We were 
pleased,” he recalls.
But then their yields started increasing. 
“We couldn’t attribute it to anything except 
the Alpine Starter. Everything else had 
remained constant.” 

Yield Increase; Faster Emergence
Erickson attributes the higher yields to the 
faster emergence and earlier maturity he 
gets with Alpine. “Our biggest enemy is hot 
July days right in the middle of flowering. 

The earlier we can get the crop emerging, 
flowered, and into seed set, the better chance 
we’ll miss that hot July stretch. Nine times 
out of 10, that will give us higher yields,” he 
says, explaining his yields have risen by as 
much as 5 to 6 bu/acre with Alpine. 

Dave Tysdal, an Alpine DSM in central 
Alberta, says the farmers he works with 
see similar results. “I had one customer 
who seeded a field of peas with Alpine 
Starter side-by-side with a neighbour 
last year. His peas matured sooner, and 
he harvested five days earlier than the 
neighbour – just before an early frost 
hit. His crop came off in time, but his 
neighbour wasn’t as lucky.”

Immediately Available in Cold Soil
Farmers get faster emergence with Alpine 
because it’s a complete starter blend with 
70 per cent liquid orthophosphate – the 
most plant-useable form of phosphate. “It’s 
immediately available right in the seed row, 
even in cold spring soils,” explains Tysdal. 
He points out polyphosphates have to 
convert to the ortho form before plants 
can use them, which can take up 
to 30 days depending on soil 

temperature and pH. “And dry phosphate 
has to break down and dissolve in soil 
moisture before the roots can absorb it. 
The colder and drier the soil, the longer it 
takes.”
He adds, “Plants need phosphate to grow 
roots. The sooner they can access it in the 
soil, the larger root mass they’ll grow – and 
that drives yields.”
Because Alpine is so available in cold 
soil the roots can absorb it quickly, which 
translates into more efficient use of applied 
phosphate, says Tysdal. He notes most of 
his customers seed place 3 to 5 gallons/acre 
of Alpine compared to 20 to 25lbs of dry 
phosphate. 
“Ultimately it’s more dollars in our pocket, 
whether it’s through efficiency or increased 
yields. That’s what really matters,” says 
Erickson.

Alpine’s New Demonstration Plot Program
Alpine is launching a new program this 
spring that will seed demonstration plots 
in farmers’ fields across Western Canada. 

“Growers want to see the results 
Alpine can offer with their own eyes, on 
their own fields. That’s what this new 
program allows us to do,” says Larry 
Balion, Alpine Marketing Lead in Western 
Canada.

Alpine has purchased a custom plot drill 
that it will pull across the Prairies planting 
test plots in farmers’ fields. “The trials 
will compare Alpine to other sources of 
phosphate on the market. We will also 

be trialing some ‘new technology’ in the 
plots as well,” says Balion.

The new plot drill can seed place or 
side band liquid and dry fertilizer on row 
spacings of 10, 12 or 14 inches. “It’s built 
on a goose-neck frame that I can haul 
with my truck down the highway, and then 
pull into a farmer’s field and start seeding. 
Our DSMs will line up the plot demos with 
interested farmers,” says Balion. 

The demonstration program is a multi-
year project that will collect plot data on 
all crops, and in all soil types across the 
West. 

Alpine will be seeding test plots across the Prairies with a new plot drill this spring so that growers 
can witness first-hand the results Alpine liquid starter offers.

Doug Erickson says his crop yields have 
climbed by as much as 5 or 6bu/acre due to 
faster emergence and earlier maturity with 
Alpine liquid starter.



Alpine’s Commitment to Service
We call ourselves ‘the starter fertilizer 
company’, but Alpine provides a lot 
more than quality liquid fertilizer to 
growers in Western Canada, says Aaron 
Fahselt, P.Ag., Alpine DSM in southern 
Saskatchewan.
“Farmers don’t just write a cheque and 
wait until next year to see us again,” 
says Fahselt. “We give them year-round 
service that includes on-farm agronomic 
and equipment support.”

Equipment Support
Alpine supplies application kits that 
are installed on farmers’ air drills to 
apply our liquid starter in the seed row, 
explains Fahselt. “We begin with a farm 
visit to assess and order the equipment 
that best fits their seeding system.” 
Fahselt then delivers the liquid kit and 
spends time showing the customer how 
to set it up.

He says the busiest time of the year is 
without question seeding time. “We 
service what we sell 100 per cent, so 
I’m available to deliver or ship parts 
whenever necessary,” says Fahselt, who 
carries a stock of parts, pumps and 
pressure gauges in his truck. “I don’t 
want any customers shut down on my 
account. Last year I got a call at 9 p.m. 
from a guy three hours away. He was 
impressed to see me at his doorstep first 
thing the next morning.”

Soil and Tissue Analysis
Fahselt says agronomic support includes 
field walks to evaluate root and plant 
development, as well as soil and tissue 
analysis. “Sometimes we can address a 
nutrient deficiency that season with a 
foliar application. Otherwise we use the 
information to make recommendations 
the following spring.”

Some customers ask for advice on 
overall fertility planning “because they 
value the knowledge we bring to the 
table,” says Fahselt, pointing out, “Many 
of them are the top 10 per cent of 
farmers in Western Canada. They come 
to Alpine to reach the next level of crop 
production.”

“Foliar works, and that’s not 
surprising,” says Wheatland farm 
manager Bryan Nybo, P.Ag. “When 
plants get the proper nutrients at the 
right time, they’re healthier and better 
able to fight off diseases and other 
stresses.”
So how does Alpine Starter trigger 
such a strong yield response when it’s foliar fed? “It’s basically a root 
promoter that gives the plant a shot of energy as it absorbs through 
the leaves,” says Good. 
The starter is a complete blend of N, P, K, and micronutrients with 
phosphate as the main ingredient. “Phosphate is a work horse, 
driving nutrients up and down the plant daily, promoting aggressive 
root growth and plant health,” explains Good. 

Hailed Out Crops Recover Faster
That energy boost often helps crops recover faster from stresses 
such as hail damage, excess moisture, and herbicides which 
normally stall plant growth for a few days, says Leo Lutz, an Alpine 

DSM in northern Alberta. “I’ve seen 
crops hailed out early in the season 
that bounced back and yielded up to 8 
bu/acre more than fields that weren’t 
foliar treated.” 
Lutz has used other foliar products 
over the last 15 years as a crop sprayer 
in southern Alberta, but says those 

products often burned leaves due to their high salt content. “Alpine 
has one of the lowest salt indexes on the market and a neutral pH, 
making it ideal as a foliar fertilizer.”
Many of the farmers Lutz works with apply Alpine foliar twice 
during the growing season: once with their herbicide – around the 
third or fourth leaf stage – and again at late flag or early heading on 
cereals and during flowering on canola and peas, the biggest draw 
on plant nutrition.
“The strong yield response that Alpine foliar offers has prompted 
many of our customers to make it standard practice as part of their 
Alpine program,” says Good. “It’s an easy and inexpensive way to get 
some nutrition into their crop during the growing season.” 

Wheatland Research Plots - Canola
TREATMENT YIELD BU/AC YIELD ADVANTAGE

Alpine Program 
16 L starter + Alpine foliar @ 2 L/ac

49.5 Bu + 5 Bu

Dry Program
40 lbs/ac 11-52-0 seed placed

46.0 Bu + 1.5 Bu

Check 44.5 Bu

Aaron Fahselt says Alpine provides year-
round service to growers that includes on-
farm agronomic and equipment support.
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